October 22, 2018--Monday 6:30 p.m.  Lux Booster’s General Meeting

Present:  Jodie Paproski
           Margo Schnell
           Duane Dohmen
           Lori Feldman
           Andrea Davenport

Discussion:  
   6th Grade Parent Rep
          Nominations/Volunteers:  Grace Li and Angela Melton
          Emails from the volunteers were reviewed and considered.
          The committee voted to elect Angela Melton and will offer another chair opportunity to
          Grace Li.

T-Shirt Sales
          The committee had discussed having T shirts made as a fund raiser and sell
          them November 12-30 and delivered December 17 or upon arrival.

How to Enhance the Educational Experience at Lux
          Possibly send out a Survey Monkey or Google Forum asking:
          How would you like to see the Boosters support the Lux Community?
          Are you willing to Volunteer?
          How are you willing to support the Lux Boosters:
          ___Volunteer
          ___Organize a committee
          ___Donate
          Can we contact you?
          Name____  Email_____  Phone_____ 

How about selling Popcorn at Music/Art Events?
          Should we purchase a popcorn machine?
          Check with Amy Newburn about concert dates
          Ask Edith Zummerwelth?--(unknown last name) about what kind of machine
          would be best.

General Meeting
          Let’s add a meeting on November 27th at 6:30pm with the Executive Committee
          meeting at 5:45p.m.

Plan a Dance in February
          3:30-5p.m.
          There is an 8th Grade Dance May 17th so plan a Booster Dance sooner

What was the Cost of printing the Directories?
          It was voted that the Lux Boosters would pay for the cost to print the directories
**Lux Booster Space?**
It was asked if there would be a possibility of having some space within the school to store some of our supplies. For example a popcorn maker if purchased, photobooth supplies, any other supplies that may be used.
Duane would ask staff or Devon about this

**Should we have an incentive to help people attend our meetings?**
No answer on this we will keep brainstorming.

**To Do:**
Jodi will send Lorie F a Parent Update and as to add Lux Booster’s Link to the Lux Page
Margo call Adena to check if Nov 27th would be available for our next meeting.